European Cities Exposed!
NAME:
PERIOD:
You are going to create a 4 page magazine exposing medieval Europe’s cities’ dirty, rotten,
and disgusting secrets. Use TCI Chapters 2, 4, and 5 and your notes to find information about
medieval cities. Complete the following steps to create your magazine.
_______Page 1 (10 points): What are medieval European cities really like? In 5-6 sentences
describe a typical medieval European city using your ch.4 Notes. Make sure to include the
following:
•
•
•

Trade and Commerce
Homes and Households
Sanitation

THEN glue in your picture of the city and label 5 aspects of city life.
_______Page 2 (10 points): The Great Injustice! In a 5-7 cohesive paragraph write about the
following:
1. Describe the 2 feudal pyramids from your 3.1 notes: Church and State.
2. Explain how the rich benefit from feudalism (why do the rich love feudalism?)
3. Describe some typical punishments for crimes in medieval cities.
4. Explain the INJUSTICE! Who was targeted (who was most likely to be punished and why).
5. Describe 2 reasons why feudalism ended and explain why democratic thought is good for
Europe. Give 2 examples that show the rise of democratic thought in Europe from your 5.1 Notes.
________Page 3 (10 points): The Spread of Disease! In a 5-7 cohesive paragraph include the
following about disease in medieval European cities:
1. Describe the conditions of cities that led to the spread of disease.
2. Describe some diseases people caught in cities.
3. Describe the Black Death and why it was so dangerous.
_______ Page 4 (10 points): Myths Busted!
1. Read the Realtor’s Advertisement and highlight 3 inaccurate facts as you read.
2. In a 5-7 sentence rebuttal paragraph correct the information and explain how the realtor is
wrong about medieval cities. Make sure to let the public know the truth about the city!
________Cover (10 points): Create a cover for your magazine. Must be fully colored and
represent the material inside. Be sure to include a title for your magazine like “Cities Exposed!”

Total points: _________ out of 50.

